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Abstract - A prototype of a dual-stator axial-flux PM vernier
machine with rated 5.5kW output power at 300rpm speed is
constructed and tested to verify its competitive performance and the
reliability of the proposed design approach and the FEM simulation
results.

1. Introduction

An improved topology of permanent magnet vernier machine
(PMVM) with dual-stator single-rotor spoke-type array magnets has
been introduced in [1], [2] to effectively solve the low power factor
problem, as well, increase the machine torque density for the
direct-drive system with a limited machine volume.
This paper is to discuss the manufacture techniques of the

proposed machine and test the prototype to estimate the machine
characteristics. Basic design and analysis approaches by 2D and 3D
finite element methods (FEM) have been presented as in [1].
Overhang length effect and asymmetric overhang length design have
been discussed in [2]. To evaluate the machine performance and
verify the proposed asymmetric overhang lengths influence, a
prototype of the proposed DS-AFIPMVM with the optimal
asymmetric rotor overhang length design is manufactured and tested.

2. Prototype and Measurement Setup

The prototype has been designed with a new topology and
particularly for a laboratory test use so far. The Proposed
configuration is shown as in Fig. 1, which has two axial-flux stators
and one rotor with spoke-type array magnets. The shifted placement
of two stators is used to cancel the cogging torque and axial
directional force, as well, guide flux to make up a closed flux loop in
machine. The rectangular magnets are the rare earth magnets
(Neodymium-Iron-Boron) with a 1.23T remanence and magnetized in
parallel. Large pole pairs but low rated speed makes the operation
frequency in the PMVM not so high, thus the loss in steel cores
usually caused by the large frequency will not be a great issue.
Classical air cooling can be adopted with a relative low current
density design as 4.4A/mm2.
The structure of prototype is presented as in Fig. 2, which adopts

open slot design in stator and drum winding with the conductors
wound around the stator yoke to solve the problem of coil fixation in
the open slot machines. The main parameters of the prototype are
listed in Table I in detail.

<Fig. 1> Proposed configuration of the dual-stator 
axial-flux PMVM

(a) Dual-stator components (b) Rotor component
<Fig. 2> Prototype structure

<Table I> Main parameters of the prototype

Items Unit Proposed DS-AFIPMVM

Rated power kW 5.5

Rated speed rpm 300

winding pole pair number p - 1

Stator tooth number Z s - 18

Magnet pole pair number Z r - 17

No. of turns/phase - 120

Rotor outer diameter Do mm 262.4

Rotor inner diameter D i mm 130.6

Axial length l mm 82.4

Airgap length g mm 1.2

PM thickness gm mm 7

Rotor inner overhang length mm 10.7

Rotor outer overhang length mm 4.2

Magnet (NdFeB) - Br=1.23T, Hc=-890kA/m

Rated phase current Irms A 26

Current density A/mm2 4.4

  2.1 Stator Components
In the manufacture, two stators as in Fig. 2(a) are constructed by

the wounded lamination of electrical steel sheet using laser cutting
for the desired open slot shape. To fix the stator sheets, laser beam
welding is used in the flat yoke face of stator.
This prototype has two stators with two stator housings, where

each stator housing has the smooth holes and threaded holes in the
edge. In order to assemble two stators half slot pitch shifted with
each other, the tooth center aligned to threaded hole in one stator
and the slot center aligned to threaded hole in the other stator, to
make sure the assembling correctly and conveniently. The winding
space for the drum winding end-turns has been left and no extra
winding holding component is required here.

  2.2 Rotor Component
In the rotor structure, shown in Fig. 2(b), magnets are constructed

as rectangular shape and laminated rotor core segments are adopted
for less core loss and temperature raising for the long time operation.
Similar to the stator laminated core, steel sheets are wounded firstly,
then cut them into a trapezoidal shape perpendicular to the lamination
direction. Rotor core segment also use the technique of laser beam
welding to hold the segment sheets in order. One exquisite design is
using the embedded notches of bearing to fix the magnet pieces and
rotor core segments, by holding rotor overhang length components
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without changing the airgap length. Core segments are placed and
fixed by the bearing and the stand bars. After that, move the stand
bars and insert magnet pieces into extra space, the other half bearing
will be latched on top to fix the rotor components.

  2.3 Measurement Setup
Windings of two stators are operating electrically in series in star

connection, sharing the inverter and driver with a conventional
3-phase machine as in Fig. 3. Obviously, two stator windings also
can be controlled separately for various operation demands.

<Fig. 3> Proposed operation system

As the discussion above, the setup arranged for the test in our
laboratory is described in Fig. 4. A Motor/Generator (MG) set
containing a control panel and a PM synchronous machine (PMSM)
is utilized. In no-load test, the PMSM works as the drive machine.
In loaded test, the prototype is fed by a three-phase inverter and
loaded by the PMSM [3].
The shaft torque is measured by the torque sensor (type: DR2513

& reading screen) with a maximum 100Nm limit which is smaller
than rated torque of prototype. Therefore, a gear box with 5:1 ratio
is used and the torque sensor is connected to the primary side of
gear box for the small torque measurement. One thing should be
clear is the usage of gearbox here is due to measurement equipment
limitation in lab, while it is not necessary for the vernier machine
operation in a real direct-drive system. Besides, the PMSM of the
GM set has a rated speed as 1460rpm, around which the PMSM has
a relative steady operation speed range for test.

<Fig. 4> Measurement setup

3. Test Results

As the induced no-load voltage due to magnet field only,
back-EMF has been tested as the measured phase voltage with a
drive machine (PMSM) to rotate the shaft of our prototype at certain
constant speed. Fig. 5 presents the experimental results of the
back-EMF waveform with constant speed of 100rpm, which verifies
the sinusoidal EMF generation in three phase of the prototype.
Back-EMF waveform comparison between test result and 3D-FEM

simulation results is listed in Fig. 6(a). Compared to the FEM result,
the test result has a sinusoidal waveform with the rms value
difference of 1 V (3.6% error) at 100rpm.
Cogging torque has also tested in no-load condition, since it is the

torque due to the interaction between rotor magnets and stator slot
in a PM machine. The cogging torque is measured by that torque
sensor and the MG set is operated as a motor. In order to get out
the torque waveform, a low pass filter is built in this torque sensor
to output the test results through oscilloscope. In Fig. 6(b), the test

cogging torque is compared to the 3D-FEM simulated result. It
shows the peak to peak values are similar in both methods, while the
period of waveform by 3D-FEM is not clear, which is very sensitive
to the 3D mesh quality and quantity. As the test value, the prototype
has a cogging torque as 7.45Nm ,which is 4% of the desired rated
torque.

<Fig. 5> Test back-EMF waveform at 100rpm
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(a) Back-EMF at 100rpm
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(b) Cogging torque
<Fig. 6> Comparisons between test and FEM results

4. Conclusion

A 5.5kW, 300rpm prototype of the proposed DS-AFIPMVM is
designed and constructed. Manufacture process and techniques of
such a dual-stator axial-flux PM machine are discussed in this
paper. Comparison of the simulation and test results show a good
agreement so far in the back-EMF and cogging torque peak to peak
values, which verifies the design and FEM have a sufficient accuracy
for the proposed machine and can be developed for other PMVMs.
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